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THE STATE OF THE STATE: TEACHING IN NEW MEXICO

The gap has many faces. Each year, the gap
between teacher vacancies and new teachers
entering the market widens. At the start of the 2019
academic year, New Mexico’s public school districts
had 644 vacancies, including 173 elementary school
openings, and another 151 in special education.
Yet mirroring the nationwide trend, each year fewer
and fewer New Mexico college students enroll in the
teacher training programs offered by institutions of
higher education (IHE). In New Mexico, admissions
to IHE teacher training programs dropped 28
percent between 2015 and 2017. Unfortunately, of
those enrolled in IHE educator programs in 2017-18,
on average only 41 percent completed the program.

Adding to the teacher vacancy challenge is the
yawning gap between recruitment and retention. As
fewer teachers enter the profession each year, many
teachers are either switching schools (movers) or
quitting the profession before retirement (leavers).

In fact, New Mexico’s teacher attrition rates are
much higher than other states—the second highest
in the nation, with an annual turnover rate of about
23 percent. Teacher “churn” is costly for everyone.
It costs approximately $9000 for a rural district to replace a single teacher (the cost can be up to $21,000
for an urban district). Thus it will cost New Mexico’s
school districts a minimum of $5.7 million to replace
the 640 teacher vacancies in 2019 alone.
When one quarter of the teacher workforce either
moves or leaves each year, it is also New Mexico’s
students who are lost in the gap. Many of these
teacher vacancies will be ﬁlled by long-term
substitute teachers, particularly in rural or highpoverty districts. For example, in 2018 Farmington
Municipal School District’s use of long term
substitutes doubled to ﬁll about half of the districts’
vacant positions, while in Carlsbad, the district spent
$577,853 for substitute teachers to work 45,727
classroom hours. Most of these substitutes have
little teaching experience and have no accountability
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for student performance. High teacher turnover rates
have been found to negatively affect the achievement
of all students in a school, not just students in a new
teacher’s classroom.
If underachievement isn’t enough, New Mexico’s students become victims of the equity gap when the
teacher pipeline fails. Students in high-poverty and
high-minority settings bear the brunt of teacher shortages. Considerable evidence shows that shortages
historically have disproportionately impacted our
most disadvantaged students and that those patterns
persist today. When there are not enough teachers to
go around, the schools with the fewest resources and
least desirable working conditions are the ones left
with vacancies.
So too does New Mexico continue to face a substantial
diversity gap between students of color and teachers
of color in the classroom. Although New Mexico’s
student population is estimated to be 62 percent
Hispanic, 10 percent Native American, and only 22
percent Anglo, in 2018 the racial characteristics of
our teaching force were estimated to be 53 percent
Anglo, 39 percent Hispanic, and only 4 percent Native
American. Although the number of teachers of color
in the workforce continues to increase, the trend is not
keeping pace with the changing student demographics,
and the disparity between teachers and students of
color in schools indicates both systemic recruitment
and retention failures. While there are many beneﬁts to
a racially diverse teacher workforce, research suggests
two beneﬁ ts in particular: (1) teachers of color enhance
school experiences and academic outcomes for
students of color, and (2) they are more likely to seek
out diﬃcult-to-staff teaching positions in low-income

communities of color. Both of these outcomes help
combat acute teacher shortages and poor educational
quality in the hardest to-staff schools.
The gap has not gone unnoticed. For many years,
legislators, public school oﬃcials, universities and
teacher organizations have worked to stem the steady
leak in the teacher pipeline. These efforts have
most recently brought welcome changes to teacher
compensation and evaluation—two factors leading to
higher than average attrition rates in New Mexico.
It isn’t enough.
Enrollment in IHE teacher training programs continues
to drop every year, despite positive changes in alternative licensure procedures. Although more candidates
are now enrolling in IHE alternative licensing programs
than in traditional programs, even these numbers are
declining every year. If we want to put more qualiﬁed
teachers in New Mexico’s classrooms and keep them
there, something has to change.
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LEAP IS RIGOROUS.
The LEAP alterative licensure pathway is not for everyone,
and candidates are carefully screened to ensure they
can thrive in the challenging environment posed by
immediate classroom placement and the demands of a
rigorous, fast-paced curriculum. Beginning with a weeklong summer institute, LEAP teachers must complete 270
instructional hours in a blended learning environment,
with more than 170 hours of face-to-face instruction
taught exclusively by highly effective teachers. LEAP
instruction is application-based, asking participants to
immediately apply pedagogical strategies to classroom
instruction, and draws heavily from teachers’ daily
problems of practice. In addition, LEAP facilitators
worked in conjunction with district mentors and coaches
to establish growth measures for teachers based on
InTASC, New Mexico’s Teaching Framework, Council
of Exceptional Children Standards, and the Knowledge
and Practice Standards for Teachers of Reading (IDA).
Finally, every LEAP teacher is a reading teacher. All
LEAP teachers, regardless of grade level licensure or

subject endorsement, receive direct instruction on
teaching students to read across disciplines, as well as
direct instruction in working with students with reading
disabilities.

LEAP IS CONSISTENT.
LEAP is committed to consistency in teacher training.
Traditional and alternative licensure programs
administered by colleges and universities differ widely
in their program curriculum and requirements, creating
inequities in the training and qualiﬁcations of teacher
candidates across the state. The LEAP curriculum
is research-based and data-driven. In addition to
foundational teaching skills, the LEAP curriculum
focuses on addressing identiﬁed state gaps in reading,
special education, and culturally responsive teaching.
All LEAP teachers receive identical training and LEAP
works directly with school districts around the state to
train the candidates that districts have chosen and hired
to meet the unique needs of their local community.
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APTITUDE-DRIVEN

SELECT AND TRAIN TEACHERS WHO HAVE THE
PERSISTENCE TO STAY IN THE FIELD.

APPLICABLE

PRACTITIONER-BASED, GROUNDED IN CURRENT
RESEARCH, AND IS APPLIED TO EVERYDAY
CLASSROOM PRACTICES.

ACHIEVABLE

WORKS WITHIN THE SCHEDULE OF A FULL-TIME
TEACHER.

AFFORDABLE

A TEACHER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM THAT DOES
NOT ACCRUE STUDENT DEBT.
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LEAP IS STATEWIDE
Unlike IHE-based programs which generally
places candidates within the college or
university’s local region, LEAP’s reach is
statewide. In 2019, LEAP placed 128 teachers
in districts across every region of the state,
directly contributing to the 11 percent
decrease in teacher vacancy between 2018
and 2019. What’s more, LEAP works directly
with school districts in every region of the
state to help ﬁll vacancies in rural and highpoverty districts where teacher recruitment is
most challenging. In the 2019-2020 academic
year, 46 percent of LEAP teachers worked
in the state’s highest poverty districts, 34%
worked in New Mexico’s RLIS/SRSA (rural)
districts, and 21% worked in the state’s highest
minority districts.

LEAP IS
AFFORDABLE
Entering the teaching profession can be an expensive enterprise—
so expensive that students frequently incur more than $10,000
dollars in student debt to complete both traditional and alternative
licensure IHE teacher training programs. The high cost of these
programs represents a substantial barrier to entry to the teaching
profession. In addition to tuition costs, traditional teacher
training programs require candidates to complete unpaid student
teaching for a minimum of one semester, presenting yet another
barrier to entry to working professionals with families to support.
In contrast, LEAP teachers pay a maximum of $2,000 in total
program fees. However, many school districts cover the program
costs for their LEAP teachers, resulting in no direct costs to the
teacher. In addition, LEAP partners with New Mexico’s Workforce
Solutions to offer tuition assistance to eligible candidates whose
districts do not cover program costs, further reducing the out-ofpocket expenses for teachers. Finally, because LEAP teachers
start in the classroom on day one as paid Level 1 teachers, they
do not incur the expense of completing unpaid student teaching
hours.
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LEAP IS DIVERSE
Promoting diversity in New Mexico’s teacher workforce is central pillar of the LEAP
commitment to teacher training. In 2019,
more than half of all LEAP teachers represented racial minorities. Thirty nine percent
of LEAP teachers were Hispanic, 6 percent
were Native American, 4 percent were African-American, and 3 percent were Asian.
However, the diverse characteristics of
LEAP teachers extend well beyond ethnicity.
In 2019, more than half of all LEAP teachers were over the age of 30, and 82 percent
came to teaching as a second career. With
diverse backgrounds in engineering, social
sciences, criminal justice, the U.S. military,
healthcare, and many others, LEAP teachers
leverage their real world, professional experience for the beneﬁt of their students.
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LEAP IS
MENTORSHIP
One of the most deﬁ ning characteristics of the
LEAP program that sets it apart is LEAP’s
commitment to the personal and professional
growth of every teacher in the program. In
addition to meeting in regional cohort groups
each month for face-to-face instruction, each
LEAP teacher has an on site teacher mentor at
his or her school for day-to-day instructional
coaching, and receives a minimum of seven site
visits from LEAP facilitators throughout the
academic year to observe and provide coaching,
feedback, and next-step implementation plans to
help teachers improve their daily instructional
practice. LEAP facilitators provide 1:1 support
for every teacher candidate as needed, helping
new teachers successfully navigate the
challenge of balancing the daily pressures of
classroom
teaching
with
academic
requirements.

LEAP IS
STREAMLINED
Like most alternative licensure pathways,
LEAP is a “learn as you go” program in which
teachers enter the classroom on day one,
often ﬁlling vacancies in high-poverty, highminority, or diﬃcult to ﬁll subject areas such
as STEM course and special education. Where
the time requirement of two-year programs can
introduce barriers to entry into the teaching
profession for working professionals and older
candidates with family considerations, LEAP
offers an intensive one-year program of study,
streamlining the information teachers need to
be immediately successful in the classroom
and introducing a strong mentorship program
to support teachers as they learn on the job.
LEAP embraces what every experienced
teacher already knows: the classroom is the
only place teachers really learn to teach, and
our students are often our best instructors.

LEAP IS COHORTBASED
The LEAP program model embraces a cohortdriven model where teachers learn together in
regional professional learning communities.
Cohort models encourage co-construction of
knowledge and the formation of community
practices, creating a collegiate rather than
competitive learning environment in which
students feel safe to take risks, explore
deeper learning, and provide emotional and
professional support to one another. When
looking at factors affecting both completion
rates in teacher education programs and teacher
retention rates in the workforce, several studies
suggest that teachers who are members of
collegiate environments stay in the profession
longer than those who do not. When teachers
complete the LEAP training program, they have
built a professional learning community with
regional roots and statewide reach.

LEAP IS FLEXIBLE
The 2019-2020 academic year brought
unprecedented challenges to the teaching
profession as the SARS-CoV-2 virus quickly
created a global pandemic, closing districts
across the country and forcing every brick-andmortar school to become an online learning
institution. As rapid changes swept across the
teaching profession, LEAP adapted. Unlike IHE
programs which might be locked into rigid
coursework and credit hours for program
completion, LEAP has the program and
curricular ﬂexibility to adapt to any rapid change
in the education system. Not only was the LEAP
blended learning environment already suited to
an instant transition to online learning, LEAP
facilitators immediately shifted curriculum focus
to introduce new teachers to online learning
tools and digital curriculum delivery. In addition,
LEAP facilitators provided 1:1 support for
struggling teachers as they tried to complete
program requirements in the “new normal” of
limited access to resources, limited access to
students, and even the temporary closure of
testing facilities needed to complete licensure
requirements.
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NORTHWEST
REGION
 Pop. = 20% of state
 Vacancies = 20%
 LEAP Teachers = 22%

CENTRAL
REGION
 Pop. = 44% of state
 Vacancies = 45%
 LEAP Teachers = 18%

 Pop. = 4% of state
 Vacancies = 3%
 LEAP Teachers = 8%

LOW
INCOME

RURAL
ACCESS

MINORITY
ACCESS
21 percent of LEAP teachers
work in New Mexico’s
highest minority districts

NORTHEAST
REGION

46 percent of LEAP teachers
work in New Mexico’s
highest poverty districts

SOUTHWEST
REGION
 Pop. = 15% of state
 Vacancies = 11%
 LEAP Teachers = 6%

34 percent of LEAP teachers
work in New Mexico’s RLIS/
SRSA (rural) districts

SOUTHEAST
REGION
 Pop. = 17% of state
 Vacancies = 21%
 LEAP Teachers =46%

LEAP Addresses Statewide Needs in Vacancies and Hard-to-Staff Districts
In 2012, the U.S. Department of Education published Educator
Equity Proﬁles (EEP) for each state. The EEP is designed to
compare certain characteristics of educators in schools with high
and low concentrations of students from low-income families
and minority students. In working to ensure that all students
have access to excellent teachers and leaders, LEAP helps

state and district leaders ﬁll hard-to-staff vacancies around
the state with qualiﬁed professional educators. LEAP partners
with local school districts and organizations such as Teach for
America to ensure that students in the state’s highest poverty
and high minority districts have teachers dedicated to culturally
responsive teaching and learning.
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The greatest barriers to entering the teaching profession continue to be program
requirements. From admission requirements that historically screen out racial
minorities, to program costs that exclude low income candidates, to time
commitments that make completing a degree impractical for working professionals
and those supporting families, often IHE-based teacher education programs create
unintentional barriers in the name of raising standards to produce higher quality
teachers.
Yet higher standards don’t always produce
higher quality teachers. Instead, arbitrary
checkpoints such as grade point averages
often screen out minority candidates. This
is particularly relevant in New Mexico, as
research indicates that overall, minorities
have less attrition from teaching (Guarino
et al., 2006) and that Hispanics in particular
--Learning Policy Institute, Sept. 2016
have the lowest attrition rate (Kirby et al.,
1999). Further research published in 2017
indicates that the “best and the brightest”
demographic—known as highly selective graduates—from prestigious colleges and
with high GPAs have an 85 percent greater likelihood of leaving the profession
than less selective graduates in the ﬁrst three years of teaching. In addition, the
qualities that make a good student do not always equate to those that make a good
teacher, and many analysts suggest that restrictive ﬁlters for candidates be placed
at program exit points, rather than program entrance points. Thus LEAP remains
committed to encouraging all qualiﬁed applicants—particularly those from New
Mexico’s diverse racial backgrounds—by reducing barriers to program entry.
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LEAP is not for everyone. As a streamlined, one-year program of intensive study,
the curriculum is rigorous, time-intensive, and application-based. In addition, as
alternative licensure candidates, LEAP teachers must be mentally and emotionally
prepared to face the challenge of stepping into a classroom and teaching students
before their own professional teacher training is complete. To ensure that LEAP
candidates are prepared to meet program demands while simultaneously minimizing barriers for qualiﬁed minority and low-income candidates, LEAP has designed
the following minimum entry requirements for prospective applicants.

270 HRS
OF INSTRUCTIONAL TIME
IN A BLENDED LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Completion of a Bachleor’s degree prior to the program start date
Minimum 2.75 GPA in prior Bachelor’s or Master’s degree program of study
Recommendation of his/her district superintendent or school HR Director
Letter or notice of intent to hire for the current academic year from school or district
Completion of the ProScan Personal Dynamic Survey
Submission of a current professional resume

170 HRS

FACE-TO-FACE INSTRUCTION
IN A COHORT ENVIRONMENT

A written letter of interest containing a reﬂection on the results from his/her ProScan Survey
indicating how the results of the survey might impact the candidate’s classroom performance
Two reference letters addressing the skills LEAP candidates display in being committed to
community, content, and or, students
NM Basic Skills Test (recommended but not required)*
* LEAP encourages all candidates to take the NM Basic Skills test prior to program admission, but
passage of the test is not a program entrance requirement. However, LEAP offers academic support
to teachers struggling to pass the exam to ensure that passage of the test is not a barrier to program
admission.

Qualiﬁed candidates who meet the entrance requirements begin an intensive
year of study. At the end of the ﬁrst semester, all candidates must demonstrate
completion of the following academic milestones to advance to the second
semester:

$1500

TOTAL COST OF TUITION,
NOT INCLUDING TRAVEL
TO AND FROM DISTRICT
MEETINGS.

MIDPOINT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT REQUIREMENTS
90 percent attendance at monthly face-to-face regional meetings for direct instruction
A score of 85 percent or higher on standards-aligned assignments
Completed mentor checkpoints as reported by LEAP mentors, including peer observation,
monthly follow up, classroom modeled lesson, etc)
Interview with LEAP Regional Facilitator

$325

ESTIMATED COST OF BOOKS
AND/OR MATERIALS
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In New Mexico, alternative licensure teachers hold temporary two year licenses
which allow them to teach while completing program requirements. In order to
become a fully licensed Level 1 teacher, candidates must receive a certiﬁcate of
completion from an NMPED accredited teacher education, as well as pass the required NES or Praxis licensure exams. To receive a certiﬁcate of completion from
LEAP, candidates must meet the following program exit requirements:

128

CANDIDATES (2019)

EXIT REQUIREMENTS
90 percent attendance at monthly face-to-face regional meetings for direct instruction
A score of higher on 85 percent of standards-aligned assignments
Formal observation and documentation of Effective” or higher on Domain 4
District recommendation of continued employment
Completed mentor checkpoints as reported by LEAP mentors, including peer observation,
monthly follow up, classroom modeled lesson, etc
Completion of required professional knowledge exams appropriate for grade level licensure
and subject area

90%

RETENTION OF CANDIDATES
BY PROGRAM END.

Although LEAP is a new program, our teacher candidates demonstrated remarkable perseverance to complete program requirements. In 2019, LEAP accepted its ﬁrst cohort of 128 candidates. In total, 13 candidates dropped the program during
the ﬁrst semester, and two candidates were unable to meet the academic requirements at the end of the second semester.
115 candidates (90 percent) remained in the program at the end of the academic year.
Although the LEAP program is designed to be completed within a single academic year, teachers have a total of 24 months
to take all required licensure exams prior to the expiration of their temporary alternative license. At the end of the 2019-2020
academic year, 98 percent of teachers still enrolled at the beginning of second semester had completed required coursework, and as of December 1, 2020, 43 percent of LEAP teachers had passed all required licensing exams to become program
completers. Because 95 percent of the teachers in Cohort 1 have been re-employed in New Mexico districts, the number of
program completers is expected to continue to rise substantially before July 2021.
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For many people, their job is just a job—a means to an end.
Each day they go to work, ghost through their day, come
home, rinse, and repeat. Many people may go a lifetime and
never ﬁnd a job they love. But for a lucky few, their calling
comes young. Gabrielle Begay clearly remembers the moment she knew she wanted to be a teacher.
“My second grade teacher, Mrs. Rico, asked us to come to
the front of the room and go over our spelling words,” Begay
said. “So there I am at the chalkboard pointing to my spelling words, and that’s when it hit me. I thought, this is cool! I
want to be a teacher! It’s crazy, but Mrs. Rico actually took a
picture of me and captured that moment. My mom still has
it somewhere.”
Still, even when the calling comes, it can be easy to ignore.
Begay’s father is a special education teacher, and with all
the best of intentions he discouraged her from entering the
teaching profession.
“He said, you’re so bright, you can do anything you want,”
Begay recalls. “He told me that teaching is not the same as it
was years ago. There’s too much testing, you have to teach
to the test, and you won’t make that much money. He used
every chance he got to try and talk me out of it.”
Even so, when Gabby went to college, she still declared
teaching as her major and stuck with it for almost two years.
But her experience in the education department was lackluster at best.
“I just didn’t have a good rapport with the department; it was
not a friendly atmosphere,” Begay said. “So I changed majors to social work but I didn’t like that either. Going into my
junior year, I settled on criminal justice.”
She enjoyed her classes enough that she even considered
going to law school a few years down the road. When she
heard of a job opening at Magistrate Court, she applied and
was hired as a court clerk. After working there for a year,
she came to the conclusion that spending her life in court
wasn’t for her.

“It was just such a negative environment,” Begay said. “Very
rarely did you see success stories, and rarely did you see
someone who did what they were supposed to do.”
Begay’s mother was friends with the superintendent of the
local school district, so the two met for lunch. Encouraged
to pursue teaching, she submitted her application and interviewed with Central Elementary and was offered the job.
“They said they needed me to start in two weeks because
they were going to have summer school and I was going to
be teaching kindergarten all summer,” Begay recalled. “So I
had to just jump right in. My ﬁrst day was a disaster. The other
teacher had left me alone on the playground to watch the kids,
and coincidentally a little boy fell off the monkey bars and
broke his arm.”
When Gabby applied for the job, she was told she’d have to
enroll in an alternative licensure program to qualify for a temporary teaching license. She assumed that meant going to the
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university to get her Master’s degree in education until she
heard about LEAP.
“I was really stressed out--overwhelmed with both the job and
the paperwork needed to apply for licensure,” she said. “Being a new teacher, starting a new job, going to the summer
institute—it was a lot. But it helped that other teachers from
my district were also doing the LEAP program, so I wasn’t
going through the program alone.”
As a cohort-based program, LEAP provided Begay with an instant network of other professionals with whom to discuss
problems and ﬁnd solutions. LEAP also offered direct support in the classroom.

There’s no way they can prepare you in a college classroom
for what you’re going to experience in a kindergarten classroom. There is nothing that compares.”
While her college classes might not have prepared her for
teaching, Begay said her prior work experience was invaluable.
“My life experience helped me out a lot. Work in the grocery
business for nine years and the courts for one year—you’re
working with the public, all sorts of personalities.” she said.
“You learn to be patient when you work with the public, and
those experiences really help in a kindergarten classroom
working with kids who have so many different personalities
and needs.”
What’s more, Begay said that the LEAP program also eliminated the ﬁnancial barrier to teaching. Begay’s district paid
the cost of her tuition to the program, along with her books,
lodging, meals and travel for the face-to-face instruction
sessions.
“I did lay out the ﬁnancial advantages between pursuing my
Master’s degree and doing the LEAP program,” Begay said.
“LEAP made more ﬁnancial sense for me, especially because I’m also enrolled in the University of the Southwest’s
Master’s program now, and they accepted my LEAP credits,
which saved me a lot of money.”
Under LEAP’s agreement with the University of the Southwest, the university will accept up to 12 credit hours of work
from the LEAP program toward a student’s Master’s degreeat a 65 percent savings in tuition.

“I had no idea what I was getting into before I became a
teacher—the evaluation system, classroom management, the
lesson planning,” Begay said. “LEAP really helped me get organized. The best support that I got was the 1:1 coaching.
Ali Nava was a godsend—someone you wanted in your corner
helping you along the way.”
Every LEAP teacher is also trained as a reading teacher, and
Begay noted the immediate applicability of the curriculum to
her classroom needs, as well as to her licensure exam.
“As a kindergarten teacher, I used the information Jessica
Powell provided in class on phonemic awareness and structured reading in my lessons,” Begay said. “A lot of what we
learned was also on the licensing exam, so I felt well prepared
to pass my tests at the end of the program.”
Even though she had originally planned to take a traditional
path to teaching and get her education degree at the university, Begay said she has no regrets about pursuing teaching
through an alternative licensure program.
“For me personally, I think this route worked out better,” she
said. “Every job I’ve ever had, they just kind of throw me in
there. Instead of sitting back and observing and waiting on
things, it was good for me to get in there and get to work.

“LEAP is cost effective, comprehensive, and you receive the
support you need—professionally, personally, and emotionally,” Begay said. “You are a person at LEAP, not a number.
They know you, they know your story, and they are there to
help you when anything comes up.”
As Gabrielle Begay starts her second year as a kindergarten
teacher, she has some decisions to make. Will she continue
as a kindergarten teacher? Or move up to middle school one
day? But while the course of her career is still in the early
exploration stage, one thing is certain: teaching has always
been her calling, and she’s ﬁnally doing what she loves.
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It’s a fact: LEAP teachers are different. The difference between a LEAP candidate and a teacher in a
traditional educator preparation program isn’t just
the nature of their education; it lies in the teachers
themselves.
Unlike most of their counterparts in traditional
university programs, every LEAP teacher comes to
the program having already completed his or her
undergraduate degree. In the 2019-2020 academic
year, LEAP teachers entered their classrooms
with Bachelor’s degrees in subjects as diverse as
business, communications, psychology, biology,
chemistry, engineering, ﬁne arts, social work,
history, zoology, foreign languages, criminal justice,
and education.
LEAP teachers also have higher than average
racial and age diversity than their counterparts in
traditional teacher preparation programs. Fully
half of all LEAP teachers come from minority
racial ethnicities. In 2019, 39 percent of LEAP
teachers were Hispanic, while 6 percent were
Native American, 4 percent African-American, and

3 percent Asian. While these numbers are still shy
of teacher representation proportional to the racial
diversity in New Mexico’s population, they represent
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a substantial step toward increasing teacher workforce
diversity.
Unlike their peers in traditional IHE teacher training programs,
77 percent of LEAP teachers are over the age of 25, and
more than a quarter are over age 40. Many LEAP teachers
have families of their own, bringing the understanding and
empathy of parenting to the classroom community, as well
as ﬁrst-hand knowledge of juggling the competing demands
of school work and family that many families in our school
community face. Finally, 90 percent of LEAP candidates
were working professionals before entering education,
coming to teaching from careers in business, science, health
care, media arts, oil & gas, public safety, social work, the
judiciary, engineering, and trades. Students beneﬁt directly
from the practical, real-world experience each LEAP teacher
brings to his/her classroom and curriculum, particularly in
secondary education where many graduating seniors are
preparing to enter the workforce.
Moreover, LEAP teachers are committed to closing equity
gaps in education. Through partnership with Teach for
America, 21 percent of LEAP candidates come from
outside of New Mexico, bringing both regional and global
perspectives into their classrooms. Working within the
framework of the Teach for America mission, each of these
teachers is placed in one of New Mexico’s low income
schools, joining the many other LEAP teachers around the
state working in our most challenging districts. In total, 46
percent of LEAP teachers work in the state’s highest poverty
districts, 34 percent work in rural districts, and 21 percent
work in the state’s highest minority districts. All across the
New Mexico, LEAP teachers are helping to bridge the equity
gap in education.

In July 2019, LEAP rolled out its Summer Institute training
to 82 candidates in three regions: Gallup, Roswell, and
Santa Fe. By August, 46 additional late-hire candidates
had applied to the LEAP program, and a second summer
institute was added to the roster to serve the needs of
districts ﬁlling last minute vacancies prior to the opening
of the school year. Of the total 128 participants in the
summer and late-hire training institutes, 46 percent were
hired by districts in New Mexico’s southeast region, 22
percent in the northwest region, 17 percent in the central
region, 9 percent in the northeast region, and 6 percent in
the southwest region.
During the summer and late-hire training institutes, LEAP
teachers were introduced to foundational teaching skills,
including managing the physical space of the classroom
environment, identifying and implementing classroom
routines and procedures, adopting and promoting a
growth mindset in the classroom, establishing clear
classroom rules and expectations, engaging in proactive
behavior management, and promoting a culturally diverse
and informed classroom environment. In addition, LEAP
teachers were introduced to the components of an
Individual Education Plan (IEP), learned about FBAs and
BIPs, discussed special education as a service rather than a
place, and learned to distinguish between accommodations
and modiﬁcations.
Did the Summer and Late-Hire Institutes help LEAP
teachers be better prepared?
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LEAP teachers are all in. They have to be. Only 5 percent of LEAP teachers have an undergraduate degree in
education before stepping foot into the classroom for
the ﬁrst time. Unlike graduates from traditional teacher
preparation programs, LEAP teachers are hired by their
district with no prior experience, and are expected to
perform well on day one. Each LEAP teacher must immediately utilize the skills they learned in the summer institute and continue building those skills while on the job.
That’s why the LEAP curriculum is streamlined to meet
the unique needs of teachers learning on the job. Each
month, LEAP teachers gain research-based and immediately applicable skills in foundational teaching, reading
literacy, and special education. LEAP teachers are assessed on their ability to apply and use the skills they are
taught each month in their working classroom, and are
provided with mentoring, oversite and in-class observation to ensure delivery of quality instruction.
It’s not easy being a LEAP teacher. Each semester, LEAP
teachers must complete 135 hours of face-to-face and
blended instruction while working full-time in the classroom, creating their lesson plans, and assessing student
work outside of class. Rigorous? Yes. Demanding? Yes.
But LEAP teachers are unique in the teaching world.
Compared to their counterparts in traditional teaching
programs, LEAP teachers persevere. Despite the rigorous expectations and heavy coursework, 89 percent of
teachers remained enrolled and completed the academic
program requirements.
Even better? LEAP teachers remain committed. 110 of
the 115 teachers who completed the academic program
requirements in May 2020 were re-employed by their districts for the 2020-21 academic year. That’s a workforce
retention rate of 95 percent. Wow!

What challenges do all New Mexico public school
teachers face, regardless of grade level, subject area,
or school demographics? Simple. Effective classroom
management, students who read below grade level, and
an increasing population of students who need special
education services in the general education classroom.
The LEAP curriculum is designed speciﬁcally to meet
these needs. Every LEAP teacher receives initial training
during a week-long summer institute to learn essential
classroom management skills before every stepping
foot into a classroom. Every LEAP teacher is trained
to be a reading teacher, focusing on learning to teach
foundational reading skills to any child in any grade level,
regardless of the teacher’s content area. And every
LEAP teacher is trained to identify and meet the needs
of special education students in the general education
classroom, focusing on integrating Universal Design for
Learning (UDL) principles into every lesson plan to make
all curriculum accessible to all learners, regardless of
proﬁciency level.
How does LEAP do it? Rather than a traditional IHE
program in which teachers complete “courses” of
study, LEAP instruction is designed in learning clusters,
each of which focuses on essential skills in one of the
four NMTEACH domains used for teacher evaluation:
planning & preparation; learning environment; teaching
for learning; and professionalism. Each monthly module
addressed and assessed portions of multiple domains to
ensure that candidates made connections to content, met
the expectations of their districts, and most importantly
learned how to immediate apply new teaching strategies
to classroom lessons to ensure a quality education for
kids. Each module, skill, strategy, and research inquiry
also addressed working with diverse populations and
promoted culturally-aware teaching strategies in the
classroom.
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DOMAIN 1:
Planning and
Preparation

DOMAIN 2:
Environment for
Learning

DOMAIN 3:
Teaching for
Learning

DOMAIN 4:
Professionalism

LEAP ASSIGNMENT

LEAP ASSIGNMENT

LEAP ASSIGNMENT

LEAP ASSIGNMENT

Access standards

Implementing the College
Career Wheel and/or
CCSS Speaking & Listening
Standard

Culturally responsive
disciplinary literacy
strategies

Observation of colleague

IEP Matrix
Learning menus
UDL of lesson plan
Implementing the College
Career wheel and/or
CCSS Speaking & Listening
Standard
Participate in LEAP
program
Creating physical space
Monthly/Quarterly
Newsletter
Teacher resource binder
artifact
Student interest
questionnaire
Empathy & growth
mindset
Basic language skills
Research embedded
formative assessment
Create instruction for
online learning

Student interest
questionnaire
IEP Matrix

IEP Matrix
Systematic student
feedback tool

IEP Matrix
Participate in LEAP
program
Colleague observation of
LEAP teacher

Learning menus

3 Consecutive lesson
plans (one subject)

Visual schedule

UDL of Lesson Plan

Read culturally
responsible disciplinary
literacy strategies

Routines/Procedures

Analyzing and evaluating
student work

Monthly/Quarterly
newsletter

Student interest
questionnaire

Data board

Posted rules
Data board
School information board
FBA/BIP
Monthly/Quarterly
newsletter
Physical space
Empathy & growth
mindset
Participate in LEAP
program
Redesigning systems
Demographic proﬁle
Complete year-long
reading case study

Multi-sensory teaching
Cognitive development
literature review
Visual schedule
Participate in LEAP
program
Video own lesson for
feedback

PLC participation
Track and communicate
individual student data
Analyze and evaluate
student work
Behavior case study
Teacher resource binder
artifacts
Monthly mentor check- in/
feedback tool
Self-reﬂection
Create PDP
Attend SWIDA
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Rhyne Spencer never wanted to be a teacher. He didn’t particularly
like school, and he wasn’t a top performer as a student. Born to a
fairly poor family in a relatively small farming town in central Illinois,
college didn’t seem like a viable option.
“None of my counselors ever talked to me
about going to college, and I wasn’t really
aware of scholarships or grants. It wasn’t
something I thought was in my future,”
Spencer said. “I didn’t really know what I saw
as my future.”
But what he did have was a long family history of military service. Spencer’s great uncle
had died in the World War II Pearl Harbor
attacks, and another uncle was in the army.
His father served in the U.S. Marine Corps, an
older brother had joined the Air Force, while
another served in the Army. His ﬁrst
career might have been inevitable.
“At 17, I came home one day with two Marine
Corps recruiters in tow, and my father about
fell out of his chair,” Spencer said. “I was only
17, so I had to have my parents’ signature to
join.”
So with his parent’s blessing, Spencer joined
the Marine Corps in 1996 and served eight
years, including six overseas deployments.
He’s been to 22 different countries, served
in combat three times, and he’s featured on
the cover of Robert Lowry’s best-selling book
New Dawn: The Battles for Fallujah.
In 2004, Spencer left the military to raise his
daughter, and by 2006 was a single parent.
He returned to Illinois, worked as a machinist
and welder for Caterpillar, Inc., then again
needed a new career when he was one of
50,000 workers laid off worldwide by the
company in 2008. Again, teaching was not his calling.
He took advantage of the G.I. bill to take classes at his local com-

munity college, then ultimately completed his Bachelor’s degree in
General Education. And again, teaching wasn’t his calling.
“At the community college, my mentors
there told me the entire time that I should
be a teacher,” Spencer said. “I thought ‘I
don’t want to do that! There’s certiﬁcations, and a lot of hoops to jump through.’”
After leaving college, Spencer worked for
a time in human resources before he and
his daughter decided to move to Texas.
Even then, teaching was not his calling.
“I’ve had plenty of people in my past tell
me I should be a teacher, tell me that I
would be great at it, tried to push me in
that direction, and I resisted them and
resisted them,” Spencer said. “But when
I got down here, my buddy’s wife worked
for the Hobbs school district and said
they’re looking for teachers. I thought,
‘there’s no way they’ll let me be a teacher!
That’s insane.’ But I applied.”
When Spencer applied for a teaching
position in the Hobbs school district, he
discovered that he could become a teacher through one of two alternative licensure
routes: the local community college’s two
year licensure program; or through LEAP’s
one year intensive program.
“I thought ‘Hmmm. I can pay $5,000 to
$10,000 at a community college, OR…the
district’s going to pay for me to do the
LEAP program,’” Spencer said. “When my
future employer says they are going to pay
for training, I’m going to take advantage
of that.”
And just like that, the veteran who never wanted to be a teacher
began teaching social studies to eighth graders at Houston Middle
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School in Hobbs, New Mexico, about 30 miles away from his home
in Texas.

people who care and can be engaged in the community,” Spencer
said.

“I’m not going to lie. It wasn’t easy, jumping right in. I was nervous.
If I’d had hair, I probably would have pulled most of it out. The ﬁrst
day, I thought I was going to puke right there in my garbage can,” he
said honestly. “I applied the strategies I learned through LEAP, and
sometimes they would work and something they didn’t. It was a lot
of trial and error, but to me that’s the best way to learn. You can’t
learn by watching someone else weld. You learn by picking up the
welder and welding yourself.”

But Spencer’s contribution to his students, his school, and his community goes well beyond teaching and coaching; it’s an extension of
who he is and the life experience he offers. As both a world traveler
and a war veteran, Spencer brings his personal knowledge and experience into his classroom, modeling each day for his students what
that experience represents.

But it was also the start of a beautiful partnership with his students.

“When you train people, when you teach, you are serving them. I
trained my marines, I trained my co-workers at Caterpillar, I tutored
at the community college. So most of the experience I bring into the
classroom is a life of service,” Spencer said. He uses his experience
to help his students understand the value of their education.
“I work in the middle of oil country. I have kids who say ‘I don’t need
to go to college, my dad makes six ﬁgures.’ And it’s easy for me to
say, hey, don’t go to college. Go to a trade school. But if you think
you’re going to graduate from high school with Ds and Fs and start
welding on oil rigs for $100K a year, you are sadly mistaken,” Spencer said. “And if you want to work in a trade, that’s great also. Just
be prepared for your body to start breaking down when you’re older.
I’ve had knee and back surgery.”
Like many LEAP educators, Spencer’s route to teaching was long
and circuitous. But ultimately, his decision to enter the classroom
was predicated on timing and simple economics: Spencer was
looking for a job, his school district needed a teacher, and the route
to licensure was simpliﬁed.
“Most of the people in LEAP are older and have life experience that
led to them teaching somehow. And a lot have families. So what’s
the most beneﬁcial way to become a licensed teacher for people
like us?” Spencer asked. “If you look at the price point [of LEAP], the
amount of time you have to spend—one year versus two or longer,
the lack of the added student teaching element…you’re going to save
a lot of money.”

“Once you have a basic understanding of classroom management
and teaching strategies, and you know your content, you really don’t
have to have formal training as a teacher to be successful,” Spencer
said. “But I also had my students say ‘hey, it’s very obvious this is
your ﬁrst year, we’re not stupid. And just so you know, other teachers
kind of do…this.’ So my kids were very interactive with me. They
were appreciative that I was there for them, and they let me know
that they were there for me. My kids have taught me everything.”

Now Spencer has become an integral part of his school, as well as
the Hobbs community. In addition to teaching, he also volunteers as
a coach for football and basketball. Since he actually lives 30 miles
away in West Texas, sometimes friends ask him why he teaches in
New Mexico instead of Texas.
“I wanted to make a difference. Texas doesn’t need me. Texas has
plenty of teachers. New Mexico is lacking in teachers, they need

And Hobbs School District? Houston Middle School? Have they
gotten value for money through LEAP?
“I’m recognized at my school as someone of value: that’s from colleagues, my principal, my students,” Spencer said. “I think I’m doing
a good job, my colleagues say I’m doing a good job, my principal
says I’m doing a good job, and my students say I’m doing a good
job. I would say the district got value for their money.”

Two roads diverged in a wood, and Spencer took the one less traveled. Will he continue?
“Yes, absolutely. Even though I wasn’t willing to go through the
college program earlier in my life, now that I’m teaching, I love my
career. I have a passion for it that I didn’t know I was going to
have,” he said. “Taking that crazy leap of faith--that ‘you have to be
psychotic to do this job’ leap--has turned into the most rewarding job
I’ve probably ever had.”
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10

CANDIDATE
SELF-EVALS

10

MENTOR
CHECK-INS

TEACHER
SELFEVALUATION

EPP REPORT
CARDS
LEAP
LEADERSHIP
& STAKEHOLDER
REVIEWS

DISTRICT
EVALUATION
OF TEACHER

TEACHER
PROGRAM
EVALUATION

CONTINUOUS TEACHER
ASSESSMENTS
In addition to ongoing assessment of
teacher progress through assignments,
formative assessments of curriculum
concepts, and attendance at face-toface sessions, LEAP teachers also
complete self-assessment surveys.
At the end of every month, each LEAP
teacher completes a self-assessment
in which he or she evaluates their
individual progress on a scale of 1
to 5 in each of the four philosophical
pillars of the LEAP program: leadership,
engagement, achievement and
perseverance.

MENTOR CHECK-INS AND
OBSERVATION DATA
A key component of continuous teacher assessment rests
in the LEAP mentorship model. Each LEAP teacher is
assigned a mentor teacher in his/her school to directly
observe, assist and help LEAP teachers navigate daily
challenges. These mentors observe lessons, provide
feedback and guidance, assist with resource acquisition,
and generally serve as the LEAP teacher’s “go-to”
person throughout the year. Mentors check in with LEAP
facilitators to discuss the LEAP teacher’s progress,
providing periodic reports and formal evaluations. In
addition, each school or district provides an end-ofyear candidate and program evaluation, providing LEAP
administrators with valuable data to inform instruction
and guide future program changes.

6+

CLASSROOM
OBSERVATIONS

10

PROGRAM
EVALUATIONS

CONTINUOUS PROGRAM
ASSESSMENT
Teachers are a critical component in
ongoing program assessment. Each
month, teachers evaluate the eﬃcacy
and applicability of the curricula
presented in the regional face-toface meetings. LEAP facilitators use
these evaluations to direct program
changes and respond to the criticisms
of its teacher-clients. This feedback
loop helps LEAP maintain a ﬂexible,
adaptable, teacher-driven service
model which creates a sense of
shared mission and community for all
stakeholders
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try for 32 years, but always wanted more.
Every school district has them. They are the hard-to-staff schools
populated by the district’s toughest challenges—high poverty,
high diversity, low proﬁciency, high degree of special education
needs. The “job opportunity” section of each district’s website is
always full of postings for these schools; few
teachers go to work there, and the few
who take the job rarely stay for long.
Except Evelyn Sedillo. Mrs. Sedillo has
been working in some of Albuquerque
Public School District’s toughest schools
for nearly eight years now, and she
loves it. But it isn’t her willingness to
work at schools like Ernie Pyle and Tony
Hillerman that makes her unique. It isn’t
even that for many years she had to
work as a long term substitute, doing the
job of a full time teacher without any of
the beneﬁts.
What makes Evelyn Sedillo unique is that
she’s been one of APS’s most dedicated
teachers in the district’s hardest schools
for almost a decade, and she still hasn’t
passed all of her licensing exams. Why
not? Because Evelyn is just like the
students to whom she is so dedicated—
she’s a special education teacher who is
herself a special education student. She
just didn’t know it.
“I struggled in school. I’m in my 50s, and
back when I went to school they didn’t
do anything like Special Education.
Back then, they didn’t know what was wrong with me,” said
Sedillo, who grew up in Albuquer-que and eventually graduated
from El Dorado High School. “My mom always had to hire tutors,
particularly with math, which was my area of struggle.”
After high school graduation, Sedillo worked in the grocery indus-

“I wanted to work with kids,” she said. “My middle daughter also
struggled with school. She is grown now, but when she was in
school they would do “pull outs” to help her. But even then I
didn’t know what they were doing—I
had no clue. My daughter would say
to me ‘Mom, I was special ed and you
didn’t know.’ And I didn’t. That’s what
convinced me to go into teaching—I
didn’t want my youngest daughter to
struggle. But I never thought about
teaching Special Education.”
Then in her 40’s, Sedillo decided to
tackle the arduous work of attending
college. Although she still didn’t
know what made reading and writing
so diﬃcult for her, with the help of
tutors, she graduated from the University of Phoenix with a 3.5 GPA and a
degree in K-8 Elementary Education.
But she couldn’t pass the basic skills
tests to get her teaching license.
Without passing the licensing exams,
Sedillo could not work as a certiﬁed
teacher. So she became a longterm substitute teacher—one of the
many who ﬁll the toughest jobs in
the toughest schools where certiﬁed
teachers choose not to apply.
“I got a job at Ernie Pyle as a longterm substitute teacher, and they kept
me there for three years," Sedillo said. “It’s a tough school, but I
loved every single minute of it. The kids could really relate to me
since I was also a tough kid growing up. To this day, I still talk to
those kids—they’re grown up now. I’ve even gone to some of their
weddings.”
While at Ernie Pyle, the school’s instructional coach talked Sedillo
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into applying for an interim Special Education license so that she
could work as a licensed teacher, and she tried to complete the
OPAL program through her community college. But by the time
she followed her principal to Tony Hillerman Middle School, her
interim license had expired, she had been unable to complete the
OPAL requirements, and she was again working as a long term
substitute in special education in one of APS’s most challenging
schools.
Seven years passed since her graduation from the university
before she was introduced to Kim Lanoy-Sandoval and the LEAP
teacher training program.
“In 2019, an educational assistant at my school introduced me to
Kim and to LEAP, and that was a game changer,” Sedillo said. “It
was a whole new world. I’d tried the University of Phoenix. I’d
tried CNM. And I’m not trying to dog either of those programs,
but all I really heard [in class] was ‘blah blah blah’. When I ﬁrst
joined LEAP, I was amazed. I’ve ﬁnally learned why I’m supposed
to do things, and I ﬁnally understand the beneﬁt of doing them.
For example, I used to post an [learning] objective on the board,
it. They say ‘Mrs. Sedillo, you’re just like us.’ And I tell them, yes
I am, and we’re going to work through this together,” she said.
“Miss Armijo, my principal, also had faith in me. She saw how
I could work with students at Ernie Pyle in the South Valley; she
saw a lot of good in me—and thank goodness, because I wouldn’t
be a teacher now otherwise. Both she and Kim saw that I was
good at what I do.”

but I never really understood why I was supposed to do that.
Just knowing that simple reason why matters. Now I know why
we do lesson plans, and why we need to include diversity in our
lessons.”
At the end of LEAP’s one-year intensive program, Sedillo braced
herself to take the dreaded licensing exams again. But this time,
she had an advantage.
“I am dyslexic. I ﬁnally ﬁgured that out, thanks to Kim,” Sedillo
said. “At LEAP, you are not a number. You are not a chart. You
are a person. That’s what LEAP gives you. Kim knew me. She
said 'Evelyn, there's something wrong. You're one of my best teachers and you're not passing the tests."' And she had me tested.
How grateful can one be? She helped me get testing accommodations for the exams, and I have passed three of my tests now. I
never thought I would be able to pass a test. I have two more to
go, but I passed the special education test the ﬁrst time I took it.
I couldn’t pass these tests in all these years before I joined LEAP.
Who is going to take time out to ﬁgure out what’s wrong with their
students? The LEAP ladies do. Kim had faith in me.”
And Sedillo passes that faith on to her students. “The kids love

Today, Evelyn perseveres to pass the last of her licensing exams
so that she can, at long last, ﬁnally earn the teaching certiﬁcation
she has been working toward for so many years, all the while
serving students just like herself. And her personal study in perseverance is what she continues to pass on to her students every
day in the classroom.
“We struggle together,” she said of her students. “And together
we’ll get through it.”

Tony Hillerman Middle School
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CANDIDATE SELF-EVALUATION OF THE 4 PILLARS OF LEAP
(INDIVIDUAL SCORING ON A SCALE OF 1-5)

LEADERSHIP

ENGAGEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT

PERSEVERANCE

THE ART OF MOTIVATING
A GROUP OF PEOPLE TO
ACT TOWARD ACHIEVING
A COMMON GOAL.

OCCURS WHEN STUDENTS
MAKE A PSYCHOLOGICAL
INVESTMENT IN LEARNING;
PROMOTES A SENSE OF
SHARED OWNERSHIP AND
IDENTITY.

WHEN STUDENTS ACQUIRE
THE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS,
AND ATTITUDES THAT
WILL PREPARE THEM FOR
PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
SUCCESS.

THE DETERMINATION
AND SELF-EFFICACY
OF ACCOMPLISHING
SOMETHING DESPITE
DIFFICULTY OR DELAY IN
ACHIEVING SUCCESS.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AUGUST 3.2
SEPTEMBER 3.3
OCTOBER 3.5
NOVEMBER 3.6
DECEMBER 3.8
JANUARY - 3.7
FEBRUARY - N/A
MARCH - 3.8
APRIL - 3.5
MAY - 3.6

AUGUST 3.2
SEPTEMBER 3.4
OCTOBER 3.4
NOVEMBER 3.6
DECEMBER 3.8
JANUARY - 3.7
FEBRUARY - N/A
MARCH - 3.6
APRIL - 3.1
MAY - 3.2

AUGUST 3.0
SEPTEMBER 3.2
OCTOBER 3.4
NOVEMBER 3.5
DECEMBER 3.6
JANUARY - 3.7
FEBRUARY - N/A
MARCH - 3.6
APRIL - 3.2
MAY - 3.2

AUGUST- 4.0
SEPTEMBER- 3.8
OCTOBER- 3.9
NOVEMBER- 4.0
DECEMBER- 4.2
JANUARY - 4.0
FEBRUARY - N/A
MARCH - 4.2
APRIL - 4.2
MAY - 4.3
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Monthly Teacher Evaluations of Face-To-Face
Direct Instruction Sessions

NOTE: In compliance with the Governor's COVID-19 public health directive regarding the cessation of in-person instruction
in public schools and the temporary closure of public facilities and businesses in New Mexico, LEAP ceased face-to-face
instruction sessions. No data was collected in March, April and May.
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Kim Lanoy-Sandoval is a proud
native New Mexican working
with Cooperative Educational Services as their Program
Administrator for LEAP. For
over 19 years, she has been
researching, studying, and receiving national certiﬁcations
to empower educators with
strength-based tools and strategies. She is passionate about
changing educational landscapes to be the great connector in
which students and educators are valued ﬁrst. Kim has a BA in Psychology, MA in Special Education, licensed in School Administration, and is working on her doctorate in Educational Leadership at
Gonzaga University. Currently, she collaborates with statewide organizations to recruit, train, and retain highly effective and diverse
teachers within their critical ﬁrst years of teaching.

Jessica is an educator with
more than 20 years of experience at the elementary and
secondary levels working in
both public and special purpose schools. She serves as an
instructor of the Dyslexia Therapy Master’s Degree Program
at William Carey University in
Hattiesburg, Mississippi. She is
a Certiﬁed Academic Language
Therapist and Qualiﬁed Instructor through the Academic Language
Therapy Association (ALTA) and a Structured Literacy Dyslexia
Specialist through the International Dyslexia Association and The
Center for Effective Reading Instruction. Currently, Jessica works
as a coach and reading in-structor for the LEAP program while providing professional development on Structured Literacy and reading differences throughout the state of New Mexico.

Ali Nava is a regional facilitator
and coach for LEAP. Ali taught
1st and 2nd grade at Lew Wallace Elementary school in the
Albuquerque Public School
system for over 10 years. With
a MA and BA in Early Childhood Multicultural Education
from UNM, Ali’s passion is
helping teachers create performance-based assessments tied to Project-Based Learning (PBL),
differentiated instruction, and the modernization of station teaching and facilitation. Some of Ali’s professional accomplishments
include National Board Certiﬁcation, Level Three-A Instructional
Leader B-3 Early Childhood License with Endorsement in TESOL,
Modern and Classical Languages and Bilingual Education, and Pepsi/APS Education Foundation Teacher of the Month for May 2013.

Donna taught in New Mexico
public schools for 21 years in
both elementary and secondary classrooms, serving as a
mentor for new teachers in her
district. She holds Level 3 licensure in PreK-12 Special Education, Secondary Social Studies, and School Administration.
She has a Bachelor’s Degree
in Education/Social Studies
and Special Education as well as a Master’s Degree in Pedagogy
and Learning and School Administration. Donna and her husband
James have two daughters, Hannah and Kennedy.
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Dr. Anne Tafoya
APS, former Associate
Superintendent of
Special Education
Bobbie Gutierrez
Espanola,
Superintendent

Dr. Cindy Sims
Estancia, Superintendent
Evelyn Sedillo
Albuq. Public Schools,
Special Education
Teacher

Dr. Cynthia Nava
Teach for America,
Executive Director

Deborah DominguezClark
NMPED, Director of
Special Education

Chris Fox
APS, Wilson Language
Dyslexia Therapist

Linda Sink
Santa Fe Public Schools,
Deputy Superintendent

Elena Salazar
Cooperative Education
Services, SITE
Coordinator

Loretta Garcia
CES, TAP Coordinator

Dr. Jose Carrillo
Cobre Schools,
Assoc. Superintendent

Loui Gonzales
Siembra Leadership High
School, Director of
Curriculum and
Assessment

Francis Vigil
BIE-ADD-Bureau
Operated Schools,
Education Specialist

Maria Jaramillo
Central Region

Dr. Kim Mizell
Bloomﬁeld Municipal
School District,
Superintendent

Missy Wauneka
Teach for America,
Managing Director and
Regional Operations

Cooperative, Executive
Director

Dr. Renee Garcia
Truth or Consequences
Schools, Director of
Federal Programs
Ronda Davis
APS, National BoardCertiﬁed Teacher and
Math Support
Stacy Diller
Clayton Public Schools,
Superintendent
Therese Rodriguez,
Carlsbad Municipal
Schools, Human
Resources Director
Vanessa Angel
Santa Fe Public Schools,
Coordinator of New
Teacher Mentoring
Dr. Virginia Padilla-Vigil
University of the
Southwest, Education
Department Chair
Will Hawkins, Hobbs
Municipal School
District, Assistant
Superintendent of
Human Resources
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SUMMER INSTITUTE LEAP TEACHERS, JUNE 2019

LATE HIRE LEAP TEACHERS, AUGUST 2019

LEAP
AND YOU WILL SOAR.

CES LEADING EDUCATORS THROUGH ALTERNATIVE PATHWAYS (LEAP)
4216 BALLOON PARK ROAD NE, ALBUQUERQUE NM, 87109

OFFICE: 505.344.5470

FAX: 505.344.9343

WWW.CES.ORG

